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16. ELLlPTlC CURVES: FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS.

The theory of elliptic curves Dver an arbitrary field K offers

an appealing mixture of geometrie and algebraie arguments. Let

CCbe a non-singular cubie In PG(2,q). Far the projective classifi

cation when K = GF(q), see [6J Chapter 11. Although,(; may have

no inflexion, up to isomorphism il may be

one. O.

assumed to have

THEOREM 16.1: lf \l': \l''' are cubie curves in PG(Z,K) such that

the divisors \l'. 'C'
9

= ."1 P.
1= l

and e.c. CC"
a

= ."1 P.1= l
+' Q, then

Proof. (Outline) Through Pl ' ... 'Pa there is a pencil Si' of cubic

curves lo which <t'. <€I. ~" belong. Any curve of fP has the farro

V(F+ÀG) and so contains V(F) n V(G). By Bézout's theorem IV(F)nV(G)I=9.

Hence Q

For a detailed proof, see [3J. Chapter 5.

Theorem 16.1 is known as the theorem of the rune associated points.

Il has numerous corollaries of ~hich we give a variety betare the

important theorem 16.7.

THEDREM 16.2: Any two inflexions of'~ are (allinear with a third.

Procf. Let PI.P2 be inflexions cf ~ with eorresponding tangents

tl,t Z ' Let t = PlP Z meet 'C again at P3 ' and let t 3 be the tangent

at P3 meeting ~ again at Q. Then
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Hence

,

By the previous theorem. Q - P3; so P3 lS an inflexion.

THEOREM 16,3, If P
l

aod 01 are aoy two points of'(i , the cross

[fltlO of the fauT tA.ngents through P1 is the same as the cross

[fltio of lhe fauT tflngents through Q1"

Proof. Let PIO 1 meet ~ ogain at R
l

, Let r be a tangent to

through R
l

with point of contaet RZ=R 3 · Let Pl Pz P
3

be any line

through P I with PZ'P3
00 'IJ , Let RZP Z meet Ci again at °z aod let

R3 P3 meet <& agnin al Q3" We lise the previous theorem to show that

0I,OZ,03 are collioear.

Write

with S the third point cf Q on ~.

Theo
3

= ·"I(P.+O.+R.)
1 = l l l

3
'IJ, prq = i~l (Pi+R i ) + 01+OZ+5.

Agaio by theorem 16.1, 5 = °3 , Wheo Pz and P
3

coincide, so do

and Q3' So there is an algebraic bijection "[ trom the peneil

through P1 and the peneil G through Q1 in which the tangents

correspond. Hence l is projective and the cross-ratios

tflngents are éQual.

of the



Q1

P,

- 3 Z -

s
--- ,l

- I,
I 't-

P R r
1 1 <-,

Q1
,

D
", '2..

THEDREM 16.4. (Pascal's Theorem)

If PIQZP3QIPZQ3 lS n. hexiigon ins(ribed in ii eonie 9 ,then the

interseetions of opposite sides, thiit is R1 ,R Z.R 3 , ..ne (ollineiir.

Proof. The two sets of three lines
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are rubics t Il rough the oinE: points P. ,Q. ,R., i=1,2.3; thlHf:: 15 A. n
1 1 1

irreducible cubie '6 In the penci1 they determine. Also In the

pencil 15 the cubie consistin& of /1 and the lioe R3 RZ' So, by

theorem 16.1. this cubie contains the ninth point RI , which cannot

lie on .!i'. So R
3

R
Z

R
1

is A. line.

THEOREM 16,5: Let ~1'~Z'~3,.t4 be the sldes of a complete quadri

liueral In fl.n A.ff ine pIRne flnd let C.
1

be the circwncircle of the

Proof.

-- ."

/"

There 1S A. pencil of cubics through the vertices of the quadri IA.-

teral and the two circular points al infinity. The faur (ubics

(i+ R.
i

, i=1,2,3,4, contaio these eight points ;md therefere the

nioth associated point P. As eRch 1. contains three of the eight
1

initial points. il does not contaio P. Hence P 1ie5 00 each Ci'

Now we show th,H i'l.n elliptic curve'{j 1S ao abelian group. As

above we take O as an inflexion.
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Definition: For P,Q on '6', let 'il,PQ=P+Q+R and let '6'.OR=O+R+S;

define S = P+Q.

LEMMA 16.6: (i) On '6', the points O,P,-P are collinear.

(ii) P,Q,R are collinear on '6' if and only if P+Q+R=O.

THEOREM 16.7: Under the additive apertitioo. ~ lS an abelian

group.

Proof. The only non-triviai property to verify lS the associati

ve l aw.

- p. -P,
1 2.

Aprlrt from ~ . consider the two cubirs consisting of three lines

given by the rows and columns of the array
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-p -Il
j 2

O

Again. by theorem 16.1, X l ies on both these cubics. So.

x = -P j -(P Z+P 3 ) = -(P j +P Z)-P3 ; henee, if Y is the third point

of 'C on OX, then

Note: 'C has been drawn as yZ=(x-a)(x-b)(x-e) with a<b<e, but the

point of inflexion naturaI to this picture is at infinity.

THEOREM 16.8; (Waterhouse [2l]). For any integer N=q+l-t with

Itl ~ Z,iq, there exists an elliptic cubie in hPG(Z,q), q= p, wi th

precisely N ratianai points if and only if one of the following

conditions on t and q is satisfied:

( i ) (t,p) = j

Ci i) t = O h odd or p 'I l (mod 4)

(iii) t = ~;q h even and p 'I l (mod 3)

(iv) t - + Z,iq h even-
(v) t - ~12cl h odd and p - Z

(v i) t = +/3q h odd and p = 3

COROLLARY: q + [Z /"q] if P divides [Z /"qJ '

h is odd and h > 3;

q+l+ [21QJ otherwise.


